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Master's in Development Practice (MDP) Programme

2. OBJECTIVES
Internship is a required course for the MDP programme. It is a period
when the interns are meant to:
?
develop operational skills, gain experience, and enhance
professional self-confidence as a development practitioners or
policy analyst;
?
make a service contribution during the course of training that will not
only be useful to the agency or organisation where they have their
internship, but also will enhance the students management and
analytic skills and self-confidence; and broaden students'
professional network base
The core learning outcomes of the internship are :
1. To gain a first-hand understanding of key interconnected sectors,
including education, agriculture, environment, health, nutrition,
energy, infrastructure, water, gender and community development;
2. To demonstrate effective use of project cycle management through
problem identification, analysis, design, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation;
3. To integrate knowledge of cross–sector, cross-cutting issues, local
insights and community participation into field training projects and
activities;
4. To identify effective strategies for policy intervention to advance
sustainable development (at the local, national and global level);
5. To demonstrate a critical use of self-reflection and interpersonal;
skills and dynamics to analyse attitudes, perceptions and biases; and
6. To communicate important achievements and challenges in
implementing a multi-sectoral project including videos, multi-media
presentations and project reports.
2
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C. Intellectual and Professional Background

Intellectual and Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
professional
background
Knowledge of
field
Thinks
independently
within
professional
framework
Recognizes
problems and
develops solutions
Demonstrates
ethical and moral
conduct
Follows
directions

D. Communication Skills
Communication Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
Skills
Written
communication
Oral
communication
Listening skills
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assigned to a University lecturer who serves as advisor to the student on
all matters of the internship. The university supervisor should maintain
contact with the site supervisor. Periodic contacts should be made at the
beginning, midpoint, and end of the internship period. Visitations to the
organization should be arranged at the discretion of the university
supervisor. An evaluation of the student intern should be obtained from
the site supervisor at the midpoint of the internship programme.
C. Evaluation
Two to three weeks before the end of the internship, the University
supervisor should meet with the student to review the progress on the
internship and to reaffirm the deadline for completion of the internship.
Six weeks into the internship, the student is expected to submit a midterm evaluation of the internship form completed by the on-site
supervisor and submitted to the University supervisors and copied to the
MDP Coordinator. The assigned University lecturer is expected to visit
the student at his/her place of internship at least once during the
internship period.
At the end of the internship, the student must write an internship report
stating the problems, development challenges encountered and how the
problems were solved during the internship. The report must be
submitted to the MDP coordinator not later than two weeks after the
completion of the internship. This report shall be written and presented in
a seminar organised for that purpose, at the discretion of the MDP
Coordinator. Each student must present a seminar on the internship
experience to all the Faculty and students of the MDP programme.

4
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8. EVALUATION
Section I
(To be completed by on-site Supervisor)
Please complete this evaluation and give concrete examples in your
discussion. After you and the intern have signed this evaluation, please
forward a copy to the faculty supervisor and give a copy to the intern.
A.

Demographic Characteristics

Name of intern:____________________________________________
Matriculation Number: ______________________________________
Organization: _____________________________________________
Internship Position: ________________________________________
Name of on-site Supervisor: __________________________________
Faculty Sponsor: __________________________________________
Brief description of responsibilities of the Intern
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
13
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Item

Score

Preparation and submission of internship plan (including e xplanation of the internship 10
experience to the MDP core competency learning needs)
Preparation of internship reports, according to timelines

30

Seminar presentation after the internship (to be assessed by internship panel)

20

Evaluation of performance during internship by field supervisor

10

Grade from the Field Trips

30

Local field trips = 15
Foreign field trip = 15
TOTAL

100

Participation on an Internship Panel
This is for the purpose of finalising the grade for the internship. All the
students must be present and each student will make a presentation on
his/her experience following the lines of the report earlier submitted.
8
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B. Personal Traits and Qualities
Personal traits
and qualities

Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable

Attendance
Punctuality
Reliability
Appropriate
dress/appearance
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3. STRUCTURE
A. Prerequisite Steps
Step I: Identification of the place of internship
This can be done independently or collaboratively by the MDP
Coordinator and the students. In this wise, the University writes an
official letter of introduction and request to the organisation seeking the
acceptance of the student for internship. Both the MDP management and
the student do the follow-up.
Step II: Get an acceptance letter from the organisation and get
approval from the University. In the letter from the organisation, an
on-site supervisor must be identified and there must be a clear statement
signed by the student and the on-site supervisor on what will be done
during the internship as well as expected outputs and outcomes. Please
note that, in order to avoid any conflict of interest, no family member
may serve as on-site supervisor for your internship.

Cooperation
Initiative and
resourcefulness
Exercises sound
judgment
Willingness to
learn
Accepts
constructive
criticism

The students proceed on the internship for a period of three months. At
the beginning of the internship, each student should find time to discuss
with the on-site supervisor on the organisation's goals, the organisational
environment and people. The discussions should also include the
benefits to the intern and the organisation as well as expected outcome of
the programme.

Interacts well
with staff and
constituents
Level of
professionalism

B. Academic Oversight
There should be explicit academic oversight of the MDP internship
programme. In this wise, ongoing meetings should be scheduled with the
student to discuss the internship experience. Students are therefore,
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Section II
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1. INTRODUCTION

E. General Performance
General
Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
Performance
General attitude
toward the
internship
Quality of work
performed
Quantity of
work performed
Compared to
other interns,
what is the intern’s
performance

Please elaborate on areas for improvement for the student as rated above.
Give examples.
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

The internship programme of the Master's in Development Practice
(MDP) Programme is a required course taken in the third semester of the
programme. It is designed to provide students with practical, real world
work experience and in the process contribute meaningfully to the MDP
programme through any assignment that is given to them at the
organisation where they do their internship. Students may work either
within or outside Nigeria, but such activities must be directly involved in
and dedicated to solving development challenges. The internship
process is embarked on with the careful input from collaborating MDP
organizations and appropriate development projects for students to join
are identified. All MDP students must participate in the internship
programme.
The MDP Internship is both a practical course as well as an on-the-job
training experience in development practice. The internship provide
opportunities for students to gain experience in the various fields of
development practice, further develop the students' interest in the career
and create a network of contacts. The gains and opportunities are two
ways as the internship provides employers with cheap labour for the
tasks they perform and students experienced in development practice are
enriched with the hands-on field experience. Interns will need little or no
training. Such interns provide added value to the organisations.

_________________________________________________________
Student's signature: _________________________________________
Supervisor's signature:_______________________________________
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The structure of the MDP internship is that the interns can be
remunerated or compensated. Also students on internship might be
retained by the organisation where they served.
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___________________________
On-site Supervisor’s Signature

ii

_______________________
Date
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Internship Evaluation Form
Matric No:_______________________________________________________
Session:__________________________________________________________

Student’s Grade

INTRODUCTION
The internship programme of the Master's in Development Practice (MDP)
Programme is a required course taken in the third semester of the
programme. It is designed to provide students with practical, real world
work experience and in the process contribute meaningfully to the MDP
programme through any assignment that is given to them at the organisation
where they do their internship. Students may work either within or outside
Nigeria, but such activities must be directly involved in and dedicated to
solving development challenges. The internship process is embarked on
with the careful input from collaborating MDP organizations and
appropriate development projects for students to join are identified. All
MDP students must participate in the internship programme.
The MDP Internship is both a practical course as well as an on-the-job
training experience in development practice. The internship provide
opportunities for students to gain experience in the various fields of
development practice, further develop the students' interest in the career and
create a network of contacts. The gains and opportunities are two ways as
the internship provides employers with cheap labour for the tasks they
perform and students experienced in development practice are enriched
with the hands-on field experience. Interns will need little or no training.
Such interns provide added value to the organisations.
The structure of the MDP internship is that the interns can be remunerated or
compensated. Also students on internship might be retained by the
organisation where they served.

GRADING SYSTEM
It should be noted that the score for the internship also incorporate the grades
obtained from the programme's various field trips. The structure of grading of
the internship is presented in the Table below.
Item

Score

Preparation and submission of internship plan (including e xplanation of the internship 10
experience to the MDP core competency learning needs)
Preparation of internship reports, according to timelines

30

Seminar presentation after the internship (to be assessed by internship panel)

20

Evaluation of performance during internship by field supervisor

10

Grade from the Field Trips

30

Local field trips = 15
Foreign field trip = 15
TOTAL

100

Participation on an Internship Panel
This is for the purpose of finalising the grade for the internship. All the students
must be present and each student will make a presentation on his/her
experience following the lines of the report earlier submitted.

B. Personal Traits and Qualities
Personal traits
and qualities
Attendance
Punctuality
Reliability
Appropriate
dress/appearance
Cooperation
Initiative and
resourcefulness
Exercises sound
judgment
Willingness to
learn
Accepts
constructive
criticism
Interacts well
with staff and
constituents
Level of
professionalism

Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable

C. Intellectual and Professional Background
Intellectual and Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
professional
background
Knowledge of
field
Thinks
independently
within
professional
framework
Recognizes
problems and
develops solutions
Demonstrates
ethical and moral
conduct
Follows
directions

D. Communication Skills
Communication Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
Skills
Written
communication
Oral
communication

E. General Performance
General
Low (1) Fair (2) Average (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Not
applicable
Performance
General attitude
toward the
internship
Quality of work
performed
Quantity of
work performed
Compared to
other interns,
what is the intern’s
performance

___________________________

_______________________

SCORING SHEET
Maximum
Score

S/N

Items

1

Preparation and Submission of intership

10

2

Preparation and submission of intership
reports according to timelines

30

3

Seminar Presentation after the intership

20

4

Evaluation of performance during
intership by field (on-site) Supervisor

10

5

Local Field trips

15

6

Foreign trip

15

Total

100

___________________________
MDP Coordinator’s Signature

Student’s
Score

___________________________
Date

